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OFFICE OF
THE PRESIDENT

October 13f 1970,

To the Editor and Editorial Board of the Echo
.y

Gentlemen :

Except for the conspicuous efforts of one editor and a
few members of other editorial boards, the Echo has exhibited
a deterioration of taste and tone for some time. The first
two issues this fall encouraged me to think that the Echo was
making a constructive effort to reverse this trend . The
issue of Friday, October 9th, however, while in part quite
constructive , represents in several ways a deplorable continuation of the downward spiral .
I regret to have to inform you that, speaking as President
of the College and with the concurrence of the Chairman of
' the Board of Trustees , Colby College feels it necessary to
begin exploration of steps that may lead to institutional
disassociation from this publication . It is important for
the students and faculty , as well as our alumni, parents, and
friend s who support this college, to know that the college
can no longer ignore the evident fact that the Echo does not
appear :to reflect accurately the concerns or the tastes of
the community as a whole . The steps to be explored and their
full implications will be discussed with the Board of Trustees
later this month .
In the meantime may I request, again with the concurrence
of the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, that you cease
immediately using the name "Colby" in the title of . your publication.

Sincerely yours,
/j :r'fy <,? / ''-> A - tL% {. t£c j
Robert E. L. Strider
President
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Con 't Jr om pg. 1

news affairs against any and all criticism.
The President 's second major objection to . the paper is that it does not
seem,to reflect accuratel y the concerns of the communtiy as a whole. We feel
that this is an unfair criticism because no other single publication of this college,
whether it be the ALUMNUS, t he ORACLE , COLBY TODAY, or whatever, con
forms to these expectations. The ECHO is only one of many voices of the college. It would require probabl y a compilation of all campus publications to even
beg in to approach a reflection of the concerns of the community as a whole. In
ever)' edition of the paper the following statement is contained: "All op inions in
this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of the .COLBY ECHO ," The
fact is, the ECHO does not claim to represent the whole community any more
than any other single publication of the college. With respect to the college community, however, the ECHO has always welcomed articles, art work , and comments from persons connected with Colby College in any capacity. The only
limits to the paper 's reflection of the concerns of the community as a whole
are those imposed by an individual's willingness to contribute to the publication.
While our editorial policy emerges as not always "objective. " we do strive to be
fair. Though total impartiality is reporting the news is not to be expected of any
publication , we insist upon the kind of fairness that allows any type of political
view a platform among our pages; we allow any articulate letter, no matter how
critical of our own efforts, to be printed; we provide an avenue of expression
for the artistic concerns of many individuals; we do not impose our own standards of "ri ght " and "wrong " upon the efforts of our contributors.
And so now the President has stated , "speaking as President of the
College and with-the concurrence of the Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
C olb y College feels it necessary to begin exploration of the steps that may
lead to an institutional disassociation from this publication. "Once again the
letter is imprecise as to the full meaning of the term "institutional disassociation
Whether this would mean the ouster of the paper from campus, a denial of college facilities, or an attempted cut-off of funds, one can only guess. For the time
being anyway, the President has requested that the ECHO refrain from including
the name "C olby " as a part of its title until the October Board meeting discusses
the appropriate steps to be taken.
While the eventual outcome of this matter awaits the decisions of the
Board , one question remains in our minds. What good can possibly come out
of the entire situation? The President must know that some form of student
publication , at least comparable to the present ECHO will continue to come
from the students of this college . Should the Board and the President see fit to
take the action of formall y disassociating the college from the paper, this would
certainl y riot eliminate the tacit association that would still exist between student publishers and the college they attend. The ill will that such a move would
inevita bl y cause could only contribute to the lack of understanding and the air
of susp icion that is all too apparent on this campus alread y.

facul ty-administration meeti ng

Paul Perez

The nominating committee placed in nomination the names
of Richard McGcc and Carl Nelson to fill the scat on the CRB
vacated by Ed Burke when he left the Athletic Department. Carl
Nelson was elected to fill that position.
The question of ROTC again came before the faculty when
Dr. Perez requested that the faculty make an opinion known to
the CRB by voting on the following motion:
Moved: that Colby terminate its relationship with AFROTC.
The vote was 46 to 57 no. The CRB has been requested by the
Trustees' Educational Policy Committee to make a recommendation to the Board on the mutter of ROTC before the October
30 meeting of the Board, Mrs, Zukowskl pointed out that the
clther-or presentation of this ballot left out much middle ground
that many faculty members feci inclined to explore. It was explained by Dr. Percy, and President Stridor that the ballot was
designed only to gain u general form of information which the
CUB may consider in attacking the question of ROTC on campus,
Professor Roscnthol requested that faculty members make
better use of the warning system for students who arc doing
poorly in a course , He noted that the number of warnings being
isHued in tho fall 1969 semester was about one-third the num-

ber issued in the fall of 1968, Grades have not improve d that
much he observed.
Professor Mayo, reporting for the EI'C, said that the committee felt that the pass/fail motion that was currentl y on the
table before the faculty was inadequate in that it did not take
into account many questions regarding major requirements and
other ureas, He said that the EPC felt strongl y required to stud y
the question further in order to present a move viable motion
in the near future . He moved that the puss/fail motion remain
tabled and the motion was carried unanimousl y, Professor Mayo
also announced that Professor Brancaccfo has consented to
chair the EPC sup-committee on Black Studies.
Professor Sweeney moved that the Board of Trustees adopt
tho AAUP statement of 1940 about tenure and rewrite Colby 's
bylaws so that they are consistunt to it and that it adopt tho
AAUP statement about rights and freedoms of professors. This
<
was passed unanimously,
A vote upon the A AUP-cndorsed joint SUtcment on the
Rights and Freedoms of Students was tabled until the next
faculty meeting so that all the faculty members may familiirizc
themselves with the document. Tho motion , as presented , called for the college to, observe (ho rulings of the document when
possible.
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Last weekthe ECHO ran an article describing the Great Dana Bed Theft
case. (Dean Mavrinac had handled the case personally rather than allow Student
Judiciary to use the sole original jurisdic tion which the Student Government
Constitution describes.) In following up on the case , the ECHO was told by
members of the board that an understanding had been reached and that
Judiciary was being given the case after all. Because the case had stimulated
student interest, the ECHO decided to present a full account of the various
factors involved, With that in mind a meeting with Dean Mavrinac was arranged for last Monday, October 12. The Dean allowed the ECHO only five
minutes, but in that short time a great deal was indicated about the direction
of the judic ial process at Colby.
ECHO: "We understand that the (Great Dana Bed Theft) case has been
returned to Judiciary. "
DM: "I haven 't given them the case back."
This was a rather surprising answer, we replied , as the members of the
Board were under the impression that they did have the case. The Dean replied that it was possible that the studentss had mistaken some playful banter
at the close of the meeting for a concrete commitment. He refused to elaborate
on the substance of the meeting with Didsbury, Orlov , and members of the
Judiciary, on the grounds that it was all off the record.
ECHO : "Why haven't you given the case back?"
DM: "Why should I?"
ECHO: "Don't the guidelines of the Stu-G constitution still apply?
DM: "The judicial system is going to be reformed. "
Then the circle game was played for a while, after which the ECHO posed
I a three-part question.
ECHO : "What do you see as the role of the judiciar y as compared to
I
that of the dean's office? What will be the precise roleoof the dean 's office in
|
|handling cases implying disciplinary actions? and How do you view the dean 's
\ function regarding counseling versus discipline?"
DM: "I've just been through long discussions with Didsbury and Orlov
|
and the board , and I've discussed this earlier with Parry and Philson , and don't
see the point in pursuing it further. "
(Both discussions are off the record and thus unavailable)
Dean Mavrinac .went on to say that judicial reform will be considered by
Ri ghts and Rules as soon as they finish up ' dorm autonomy , and he doesn't
want to prejudice the deliberations by prematurel y discussing his position.
His afetions are evidently neither premature nor potentially prejudicial
to the proceedings, but explaining them would be.
ECHO : "Wouldn 't it have been wiser , from a purely political standpoint , to have waited for the anticipated reforms before acting in a manner
v .iich circumvents the present system? And we picked up the circle game
where we had last left off.
DM: "I haven't gone around the system."
ECHO : "The Stu-G Constitution provides rather explicit guidelines for
judicial procedure, especially when it states that judiciary shall solely possess
the ri ght of ori ginal jurisdiction in this very type of case. "
DM: "As Dean of Students I have the power to decide who does and
who doesn't live off-campus ".
ECHO : "It seems that this is not so much a housing problem as a disci plinary one."
'
DM: (smile) .
As Dean Mavrinac was impatient to end the interview , the ECHO closed
b y asking if the defendant of the GDBT case could expect fu tu re modifications of his case as a result of Rights and Rules reforms or th rough other channels. The Dean ended the session by restating that "The Administration , has
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Dean Mavrinac
handled the case," imply ing that regardless of present or future guidelines,
the case will remain as it is presently settled.
Wondering how SJ would react to the dean 's assertion that the supposedly returned GDBT case was settled , the ECHO sought out Kendall Didsbury
Chief Justice of the Student Judiciary. Didsbury was stupefied and irate when
he first heard the news. After giving him a chance to calm down and become
coherent , the ECHO asked him for his reactions. His immediate response was
that SJ had been given a raw deal , because there was no way to hold Mavrinac
to returning the case to the board , since the meeting and the remark were
both off the record.
DIDSBURY : "I'm really upset with the dean because his credibility
with the student bod y is in grave jeopar d y because of his refusal to let peop le
quote him , his refusal to make a stand on any point. "
ECHO: "Is there any justification for Dean Mavrinac 's actions? How
can his unwillingness to provide adequate justi fication of his actions be accounted for?"
DIDSBURY: "Admittedl y he is a new dean , and therefore has to shoot
fro m the hi p somewhat , but he should begin to suggest the guidelines from
which he is operating. "
ECHO : "Dean Mavrinac defended his decision in the GDBT case on f V ,
grounds that he has complete control over who may live off campus. "
DIDSBURY : "In the judiciar y 's mind it was totally a disci p line problem
and therefore we should have handled it. "
ECHO "The dean defended himself further by say ing thai judicial reform in the near fulrue would be chang ing the role of judi ciary anyway. "
DIDSBURY : "Dean Mavrinac has boon operating on the promise that
change is going to come throug h judicial reform. He is right - it will come. But
his handling of the bed case shows that the change has alread y been effected ,
he threatens tho 'fai th' of the student bod y in the rational process that President Stridor has advocated to bring about meaning ful change. "
ECHO: "In light of his actions, how do you view the future role of the
judicial board? "
, DIDSBURY: "If he manages to legitimize his handling of disci p line ,
the judiciary will just be an overseer of the, sub-judiciaries in their handling
of dorm problems and anything of major significance would bo handled by /
him. "
The Chief Justice closed b y indicating that the hoard will continue to ,
press for u fair hearin g of the CD BT ease.
Con 't on pa. 4

Con 't fro m pg. 3
Evidence gathered thus far seemed to indicate some small lack of consensus regarding discip line. For further insi ght and rational commentary on
this minor conflict , the •ECHO interviewed President Stridor on Tuesday
<r
October 13.
The interview began, continued, and ended with RELS justif ying the
disci plinary actions taken by Dean Mavrinac on the grounds that "This is an
interim period. " The President went on to explain that one of Dean Mavrinac 's
duties as dean was to guide the overhaul of the present (past?) judic ial system.
He added that the student board itself was aware of the need for reform.
The ECHO asked the President for his view of what appears to be blatant circumvention of established channels on Dean Mavrinac 's oart. RELS
replied that Dean Mavrinac 's expertise in constitutional law was an added consideration his appointment as dean. When pressed for a more direct answer
concerning whether or not the Stu-G Constitution is now under effective
suspension in fact if not in theory, Presdient Stridor denied that suspension
had occurred , and explained the entire problem by reiterating that we are
in a period of flux.
The ECHO then quoted from the "Joint Statement on Ri ghts and
Freedoms of Students", which appeared in the Summer 1968 issue of the
AAUP BULLETIN :
"In the exceptional circumstances when the preferred means fail to
resolve problems of student conduct, proper procedural safeguards
should be observed to protect the student from the unfair imposition
of serious penalties.
"The administration of discipline should guarantee procedural fairness
to an accused student
The jurisdictions of faculty or student judicial
bodies, the discip linary responsibilities of institutional officials and the
regular disciplinary procedures, including the student 's ri ght to appeal
a decision, should be clearly formulated and communicated in advance.

Minor penalties may be assessed informally under prescribed procedures. "
ECHO : "How does Colby stand on these ideas? "
RELS : "I should point out that the college has not yet ratified the
Joint Statement: "
(Al though Colby as a whole has not given official endrosement to the
statement, six of the ten major professional bodies which ori ginally endorsed
the statement have representation on campus. These organizations include the
USNSA , AAUP, AAC, and others.)
Th e ECHO pointed out that even in the absence of official ratification ,
there are still compelling common-sense reasons for according to students some
ri ght of due process and knowledge thereof. Students might be interested in
having sOme idea of what to expect in disciplinary measures. RELS gave no
substantive reply. The ECHO then asked what present and future role the dean 's
office would play in disciplinary functions.
RELS: "Clarification of the role of the judiciary. "
When pressed to elaborate on this statement as to what this policy
would mean in concrete terms, he would only commit himself to a wide range
of possibilities."
As a last resort to evoke a bit of substance from the interview, t h e ECHO
described the misunderstanding about whether or not Dean Mavrinac had given
the GDBT case back to SJ, and the subsequent dissatisfaction concerning the
administration 's credibility by the judic ial board.
RELS : "I trust the Dean of Students to deal equitably with any problems which arise, and this includes the use of Student Judiciary. "
So much for substance.
"
includes the use of the Student Judiciary ." The obvious imlication is that Dean Mavrinac may actually use the board to handle some cases,
if he wants to. Keeping dogs off campus, maybe?
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by Si Nahra
At the beginning of every academic year the newly elected Student Government body is faced with two tedious
but unavoidable tasks, allocations and committee nominat ions, which generally hamper the working of Stu-G well
into November. Pres. Steve Orlov, try ing to place Stu-G in
the forefront of controversial campus issues rather than the
usual trailing behind posture, hopes to deal with these two
necessary duties quickly and efficientl y so that the Stu-G
body can become more involved in meaningful undertakings.
With this end in mind, a special meeting was held on
Sunday, October 11, to deal specifically with allocations.
Six of the twenty-two allocations were dealt with.
.'
$100.
-International Relations Club
of
production
Leon
for
the
-Steve
'Stop the World I Want to Get Off... $300.
-Dan West - for the production of
'The Roar of the Gresepaint ,thc Smell of the Crowd
$700.
($300 of which is assured return since it is
only a deposit to acquire scripts, and will
be returned when the script are)
$100.
-Environmental Council
$3049.15
-WMHB

$2000
-Pcquod
•'
'.
$700
-Film Direction
Appointment to committees, li k e alloca tion s, is time
consum ing an d oft en m eaningless if th e represen t at ives
don't know who or what they are voting for. Many people
expressed the wish that in the future candidates for committ ees cou ld be l isted , copied , and sent out to representatives so that they could have some notion about who
they mil be voting on and what committees are involved. It is interesting to note that some committees at this
school are so obscure that they are never heard of except
for these committee nominations. Perhaps this practice of
informing Stu-G representatives of committee nominations
would be a wise measure to adopt in the future. Hopefully, this would facilitate a somewhat less cumbersome
Stu-G operation.
Also at the Oct. 12th meeting, Bob Gordon , speaking
for an ailing Swift Tarbell, reported that the concerts
sponsored by the Social Life Committee have not been
doing as well as hoped. Last Fridays concert suffered a loss
in excess of $1000 and the first three concerts have cumulatively acquired a deficit of almost $2000. The implications of this will have to be explored in the future to
determine plans for second semester.
Shelia Marks, reporting on the Rights and Rules Com-

Last October 7th Kenneth Auchincloss opened his remarks
to a near capacity audience in Given Auditorium with the rather
startling remark that , "The Vice Presiden t is the best-thing that
has happened to the press in a long time. " Auchincloss qualified
this statement by praising the Vccp 's talent for "raising little reporters from obscurity " and b y thanking Agnew for restoring
the almost lost art of alliteration. As the audience breathed a
sigh of liberal relief , Newswcck's general editor for national affairs moved on to his topic, "The Credibility of the Establishment Press."
Speaking from the vantage point of a national news magazine reporter , Auchincloss pointed out (hat (he activities of the
national press "arc not as well though t out and carefull y managed as some people think. " He characterized "any sort of Journalism " as "barely controlled chaos" and exploded the myth
of the smoothly run , tightly directed news organization as "a
facade of efficiency. " Enumerating the built-in stumbling blocks
of national news reporting, Auchincloss commented on "the
operational hnraards" of the establishment press.
The limitation of lime (not the "other" magazine!) (he conslant pressure of llic deadline is a restriction (hat inhibits all
forms of journalism. Whether the deadline is daily, weekly, or
monthl y, all journolists are forced to consider "short cuts." One
such short cut is the use of sources. Since the reporter then becomes only as good as his sources, Auchincloss cited the danger
inherent in such a practice. Because of the natural tendency of the
the reporter to rely loo often upon the same sources, il (ends to
enforce a conservatism within (lie national press while simultaneously overlooking new sources appropriate for the rapidl y changing concerns of news events. As an example , he noted (he current "source problem" of the national press among "hard hat types
types,"
Auchincloss went on to emphasize llic importance of developing new techniques of news coverage . Me compared the hmc-''

ascd sophistication of press coverage of the Democratic Convention of 1968 to the previousl y dismal coverage of the March on
the Pentagon , where reporters spied out upon the crowd from
the windows of the hi gh building. Lesson: As times and events
change, so loo must the methods of obtaining the news. Auchincloss predicted that newsmens' dissatisfaction at past coverage of "the unreal world" of political campaigns would possibly create a new kind of political reporting in the future.
Another problem of news coverage, "the limitation of space"
is one peculiar to national news alone , Too much that comes
out of New York , according to Auchincloss, is written "as it
were from on high. This Olympian delusion is of course very ¦
transparent ." Editors in New York must attempt to construct
national and international news stories without grossly distorting-th e impressions qf the reporters in the field , Nevertheless ,
the sense of immediacy is often lost in the process and the
end product inevitably loses the total impact and insight of
on the spot reporting, As a result , said Auchincloss, "national
journalism is engaged in a process of oversimplification ," Selecting from the welter of world events , "we are fitting things
into a rational structure " that can comelimes be misleading.
Giving an example of this over all process he cited the term
"southern strategy " as a phrase of oversimplification as il
"connotes an elaborate phm that doesn 't exist, "
In one of his most interesting comments of the evening,
Auchincloss admitted that "(he national press is not only an
information dispensing mechanism , but a vehicle of entertainment, The press is n eoplivo of that which their audience is
interested in." Accordingl y, said Newswcck's general editor ,
"a certain amount of laziness" and n degree of commercial
interest is involved in filling the front pages will) the activities of Nixon ("There is much less going on in politics than
meets the eye.") and Jackie Quassia, Also for these reasons
there exists the natural tendency for each of the various
media to concentrate on the lypo of reporting Ihey do best

auc hi nc l oss

mittee, expressed optimism that a proposal on dorm autonomy to be presented to the President would be forthcoming fro m this committee shortly, perhaps in a week.
Rod Braithwaite was also present to report on the attendance of members of SOBU at the convention of the
National Association of Black Students held last summer.
Other business included the appointment of a parliamen
J
tarian , Allan Blanker, 'the endorsement of a lecture series
on the drug situation, and the tabling of a discussion on
the revised Pass/Fail proposal of the EPC until further
work could be done on it. In its present form the proposal seemed totally unacceptable to many students. Sentiments towards the revised proposal were summed up by
Tony Maramarco. "If you don't understand this, it's probably better , Because if you do, it's misery ,"
, What many people considered the main issue of the
meeting was handled in short order. The motion "that
Colby College terminate its relationship with the AFRG;TC'
was voted on with less than five minutes debate. The vote ,
taken in secret ballot was 18-11 to abolish AFROTC. The
whole affair seemed a bit anti-climatic after all the controversy surrounding the issue. What the faculty will do
about the abolition of AFROTC is not yet known, but
hopefully something at Colby can be settled through the
proper channels.

TV is largely concerned with events that will have a visual impact, newspapers will concentrate on longer, factual pieces, etc.
Such notions also tend to re-inforcc the latent procedural conservatism of the establishment press, as few organizations are
>willing to explore alternative methods for fear of upsetting
"some magic formula" that has been profitable in the past.
In an informative digression , Auchincloss commented on
the personality of journa lists, Conceding the difficulty of generalizing about such a matter he did say , however, that "certain qualities pop up quite frequently." His characterization
of the majority of journalists was that they tend to be people who don't like large operations , they tend to be interestcd in change or movements nnd arc non-doctrinaire and antiideological. Such attributes in an individual , at least, contrihutc to his satisfaction with Ihc professional life of a jour nalist , who operates us an observer removed from the world
of action.
For those who attended the Auchincloss lecture expecting
to hear some sort of defense a! Ihc news media there wna disappointment, as he was surprisingly frank in his admissions of
the shortcomings of the national press. Nevertheless , he stated
that "a certain kind of truth can be found In the press" if the
public attempts to understand the human quality behind the
news events , In a private interview with the ECHO , Auchincloss
praised the attempts of such news programs as "60 Minutes" and
"First Tuesday " to get beneath Ihc layer of "constructed pieces
of news" to a level of reporting Ihut comes closer to omphasteing this human quality,
After delivering his prepared remarks, Auchincloss entertained questions fro m the audience. At the conclusion of this sosslon AuchincloHH submitted (o interviews by n local TV station
und the I5C110. Considering his candid comments on tlio innerworkings of his own profession , this reporter asked Auchincloss
"Just how popular arc you in journalistic circles?" Replied
Auchincloss, laughingl y, "I'm unknown in journalistic circles!"
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by Dave DeLong
Last week the ECHO printed two oposing viewpoints on the trustee's de
cision against coed dorms. Along with these articles was a somewhat controvertial ,p icture. There can be little doubt that the administration now feels
that the issue of coed living is dead. However, there are some members of the
college community who consider this issue still a very significant one. This con
flict of opinion has raised several important questions. First of all, how did the
issue of coed living get where it.is today ? Secondly, where will it go from here
and could it be brought up to the board of trustees again?
The Trustee Committee on Student Affairs came into effect last October as a result of Con Con. It was activated in April with a primary function .
of preparing reports on issues to be acted on at the trustee 's meeting in June.
The issues that confronted the committee at the time were dorm autonomy and coed living. However, the former was considered much more important. As a result most of the discussion centered on dorm autonomy and coed
living became a secondary issue. The reasons for this were twofold. First of all
the committee was hoping to act on dorm autonomy so that it could be implemented this fall. Secondl y, it was generally felt that the board of trustees
was against any sort of boy-girl living arrangement.
Jim Peterson , a student member of the committee, said of its members,
"They were interested in finding out the tone of the campus." He went on to
day that the committee members and especially the trustees were "genuinel y
concerned with the students" and with getting their point of view. However,
neither Peterson nor Anne O'Hanian, the two student members of the committee , were in favor of coed dorms. There was no one at the committee meetings to argue in favor of coed living.
Speaking on the issue Peterson said, "I can 't say that I'm full y in favor
of coed dorms because of the administration problems involved. And even
before that I don 't think that that many kids aro in favor of an alternate room
setup, Alternate floors will probably come first. However," he concluded , "I
want kids who want to live in a coed arrangement to be able to. "
This last statement is one that has been used frequently by those who
argue in favor of coed dorms. When this arguement was presented to Dean
Benbow during an interview , he replied/The ri ght to have a choice to live
in coed dorms can be extended to you through your ri ght to choose your
college . There is a certain naivete in the students' thinking at this point, in
that they have made a choice. When you state this it appears you are inflexible and won 't change but there is always room for change."
The question of administrative problems also came up in interviews
with Benbow and Professor Rosenthal. Both were worried about the increased counseling that would be necessary with coed dorms. Benbow said
that if he remembered correctl y, "Middlebury had to increase their counseling threefold when they went on twenty-four hour parictals. "
Rosenthal on the other hand said, "I am fairly sure that there are students
at Colb y who arc mature enough to live in coed dorms," but that the screening
required to find these students would be impractical.
Ph ysical health is another question that has been raised concerning coed
living. Rosenthal was asked whether tlie committee had sought medical evidence for or against coed living. He replied , "It depends on what you mean by
evidence. I am informed by the college health service that the incidence of VD
has increased , but is this evidence? From outside the college I don 't have any
evidence for or against , and neither did the committee. "
The psychological factor seemed to be a major concern of the committee
members. "There are ," said Benbow , "psychological prob lems no matter how
read y a student feels he is," Rosenthal said that his major concern was the
psychological factor based on what he had read by Professors Blaine and
Farnsworth of Harvard and his talks with students.
Pft toraon said , "concern for the, imago of the college" wag and h of
major importance to the trustees, "Including, " ho continued , "the type
of students Colb y attracts in the future. "
Benbow said on image: "The attack on image has been perfectl y dem
onstratod. That attack by the ECHO last week has greatl y hurt the cause ol
coed living. As far as I can see it is a dead issue from now on , but I don 't
think itwns solidified before last week."
The student A ffairs Committee discussed form autonomy and coed
living to some extent during several long meetings and then came to a deeis
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ion. There were very few points of contention on the issues. The committee
was generally in favor of dorm autonomy and opposed to coed living. Their
feelings were set down in their recommendation (reprinted in the September
25 ECHO) to the board of trustees. The Student Affairs Committee approved
dorm autonomy and rejected coed dorms. The trustees concurred. At the present time dorm autonomy is being worked out by the Rights and Rules committee but where does coed living stand?
Trustees Robert Marden of Waterville , Chairman of the student affairs
committee, was asked if the trustees were going to come out with a definitive
statement on coed Jiving. He replied , "I would refer you to the report by the
student affairs committee. That is about as definitive as you can get. " In that
report the section on coed living is two paragrap hs long.
Benbow rep lied to the question of whether he thought tho committee 's
report was definitive say ing, "It was definiti ve ul the time but is always susceptible to change. "
Rosenthal answered the question: "I think it is definiti ve in that the
report defines what the college policy is. I don 't think it is in the sense of
reflecting all the available data. "
Marden was asked what procedures mi ght be undertaken to bring the
issue of coed living before the trustees again. His answer was quite simp le.
He said thai to raise an issue before the trustees a student should first contact
a student member of the Student Affairs Committee. The Student n mibcr
would in turn , contact Marden who us chairman would call a meeting of his
committee if the issue merited consideration.
However, he added several sti pulations to this procedure. In regard to
the issue of coed dorms Marden said , "Bear in mind that a committee that
has just hashed over nn issue isn 't excited about doing it again. It would be
necessary for those bringing the issue up again to have new arguments making sure their facts are ri ght. " A question is raised here in that ihpnv 'wasn 'l
any organized set of arguments presented to the committee in the first place.
Commenting on the trustees as a whole , Marden said that W felt they
muT, very open minded but ho went on , '"They want u reason for change.
The general feeling is that Colby shouldn 't be living i n t h e 1890' s but neither
should it be most liberal. It should be left of center. "
In talking with Marden and other members of his committee it becomes
clear that they uro not in favor of coed living. However , they do express a
willingness to discuss the issue and in that at least there is some hope. JBut
until the trustee committee on student affairs comes out with a favorable
report on the issue there is little hope of getting coed living accepted by the
trustees.
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We have given careful consideration to President Stridor 's request that we remove "Colby " from our title and with all due respect for Dr. Strider and his office , we have decided to decline his
request.
The decision was an extremely difficult one to make. We knew
that some people would interpret our response as an affront to the
President. We hope such interpretations will not occur.
But for two reasons, we feel compelled to risk such unfortunate conjecture. -First, we feel that any misunderstandings as to the
nature and source of the opinions expressed in the ECHO can be
adequately cleared up by an increased emphasis on our part of the
policy that has always been stated in this paper. Henceforth , we
will include the following statement in our masthead: "The opinions
here expressed are not necessarily those of the college or student
body." We hope that this addition and the statement by the President on the cover will serve to dispel any misconceptions about
our relationshi p to the college.
Secondly, we feel that the tradition of freedom of the press
both in this country and at this college would be impugned were
the ECHO to accede to the President 's request. To make such a
concession at this time would be to succumb to what some might
call intimidation. Given the non-specific nature of the President 's
objections, such a concession would be tantamount to an admission
of guilt in the face of vague and questionable charges. In our opinion, the last issue was not in bad taste and we feel the tone was
overwhelmingly constructive. To make even a tacit acknowledgement otherwise would be a lie and a limiting of our right to print
what we believe represents the views and attitudes of a great number of students at this college.
If any member of the Colb y community would lik e to ra ise
questions as to our "taste and tone," we are quite willing to discuss
the matter either privately or publicly, in word or print. And we
would hope that such rational discussion could help resolve Colby 's
problem of communication between campus constituencies and
result in an ECHO and a college better than the ones we now have.

ECHO reporters as well as representatives of Student Government and Student Judiciary hav e b een hamper ed all year in bringing
to the stud ent s' atten t ion import ant posit ion s tak en by m ajor admin
istrators because some administrators have refused to state their
p ositions for the record. The worst offender in this group is the new
dean of students Albert Mavrinac .
Dean Mavrinac claims that since he is new at his job and has
to feel out many of his positions it could be detrimental for someone to quote him at the beginning of a talk when h e might alter his
position by the end of th e conversation. However, it ha s been th e
experience of the ECHO that Dean Mavrinac has never altered his
positi ons signifi cantl y from the beginning of a conversation to its
end. And by n ow , he has had time to settle any misgivings in his
own mind , and he should express clearl y for publication his positions on several crucial issues upon which he is now acting. We
mu st assum e th a t if h e is taking actions on a qu estion , he must have
a fairl y clear idea as to what his position is.

letter s to th e editor
To the Editor:
There is no need to look to Southeast Asia, Africa,
South America for examples of Euro-American "imperialism". There is no need to look so far away as
the south to find blatant, systematic, state supported
racial oppression. One need only glance up to the
islands of the Penobscot or over to Washington County
to see small nations, Indian Nations, struggling to
find a place as Indian Nations in American society.
"Helping Indians" is a very old and slightly worn
out appeal to Americans. And perhaps, rightly so,
for helping Indians has traditionally meant sending
your unwanted, wornout, used clothing and books
to them, or going up to the reservations as a volunteer to teach "the poor Indian children", to throw
a community meal or two....and then to leave.
But when all the clothing is distributed, and all
the volunteers have left, the fact remains that half of
the Passamaquoddy tribal lands, guaranteed to them
by treaty forever is in the hands of Georgia-Pacific
and a few white individuals, because once the Legislature of the State of Maine decided to sell it, lease
it for 999 years or just give it away. The fact remains
that Bangor Hydro flooded out great portions of the,
lands of the Penobscot Indians with out ever compen
sating the Penobscot Nation; that several townships
of Penobscot land on the banks of the Penobscot
River is held by white individuals and paper companies by a very questionable title; that the Indian ownership of Marsh Island on which Orono, Old Town
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If you 've been around the campus at all in recent weeks,
you must have noticed the dogs - dogs play ing, dogs fi ghting, dogs
fornicating, dogs doing all those wonderful simple things that dogs
do.

Well , Dean Mavrinac also noticed the dogs and decided that
sir.ee they did nothing to improve the image of the college, they had
to go. He wrote a l etter to all off-campus students which read: "It
is self-evident that there has been a dog explosion on campus. Unfortunat ely, some of the aesthetic and sanitary consequences arc
also evident. All of which make the reasons for the college rules
against having dogs on campus more evident than they might have
been in the past.
"We are trying to reduce this dog presence on campus to as
near invisibility as possible.... '"
Student reaction to the, note was mixed. One student noting the toug h words and th e involvement of as high a personage as
the dean of students commented , "Eustis will do anything to defend
the sterility of the campus. " Another thought the dean had perhaps overstepped his bounds: "Isn 't there a committe e to go to?"
However the ECHO was tre mendousl y pleased with the statement ,
For the first time, Dean Mavrinac was taking an official stance on
an issue.

and Stillwater stand is a real possibility. The fact remains that half of Aroostook County was taken
from the Maliseet Indians without any compensation
And, it remains true that roads, railroads and telephone company rights of way have been pushed
across reservations without the Indian Nations ever
being consulted, much less compensated.
These are the problems that lie at the root of the
Indians' difficulty. They were created by the American political system. It is my challenge to you that
they be solved by the American political system.
This is your state, your home. If you want to change
the world, if you want to turn the tide of "U.S. Imperialism", or of governmental^ supported racism,
what about Maine for a starting place.
There is no reason that I can see that the candidates for statewide office this year should be allowed
to avoid this issue. They should be made to state
loudly and clearly their position on the return of
all tribal treaty lands to their rightful owners. And
there is no excuse for those who wish to help
Indians to sit silent or to avoid using every legal
means to bring this issue to the fore.
Sincerely
Louis Doyle
Human Relations Services
Roman Catholic Diocese at Portland
P.S. I have enclosed some materials which you may
be interested in printing.
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by James Perloff
which this week is subtitled "With a Little Help from my Friends"
People have been complaining about this column's lack of relevance, there
fore I'm including "current events" after this. This week's current event: the
sun rose this morning. (However, there was a heavy fog, shattering my view of
Woodman - the Military - Phys. Ed. Complex must be behind this.)
We hope our white brothers willnow see us as good friends,
by Jean Hildebrand and Gregory Buesing
EDITOR'S NOTE: Once We Were Brothers is distributed by the Division of
Indian Services, Human Relations Services, Roman Catholic Diocese of Portland
as part of an effort to improve Indian-white relations by telling the true history
of the four tribes of the ancient Wabanski Confederacy (the Passamaquoddies,
Penobscots, Maliseets and Micmacs) 2000 of whom still live in Maine.
"From our own experience and from the lessons of the past years of Civil
Ri ghts unrest in this country we have learned that the White Man never freel y
gives justice or equity to those he has exp loited: for so long. We are a peaceful
people, but sadly we see that neither our single ri ghts as citizens nor our timber
and Tribal lands, nor even the career of one of the few White Men who would
genuinely like to help us will be freely offered. So, we will stand and fight. "
Such were Governor John Stevens' words when Commissioner Hickley
was forced to resign fro m the Department of Indian Affairs in 1969. But there
have been other Indian agents who were friends to the Indians and who were
removed from office; perhaps, there will be others. And Lcwey Mitchell's
speech did not stop the transfer of Passamaquodd y land to non-Indians.
Indeed , today over a third of Indian Township is held by white peop le...
and most of that by The Growth Company , Georgia Pacific.
"Brothers: I speak for all the tribe. We thank you for what you have done
for us and hope our white brothers will now see us as good friends. We know we
are ignorant , not acquainted with your laws and customs. You say we must not
injure any person trespassing on our lands, but must speak to an officer who
will give us satisfaction. We are being cheated by traders. Our people are imposed
upon. You have given us something good , but it will take time before we can
make use of it."
So spoke Gov. Francis Joseph Neptune , Revolutionary War hero , at the
treaty convention of 1794 in which the Passamaquodd y Tribe ceded all their
lands to Mass. in return for certain parcels of land to be theirs forever. But
did the m'en of Mass. and of its offspring Maine see the Passamaquoddies as
good friends?
Just consider, today , how many rich men there are in Calais, in St. Stephen
Milltown , Machias , East Machias , Columbia , Cherry ficld , and other lumbering
towns. We sec a good many of them worth thousands and even millions of dollars.
We ask ourselves how they make most of their money? The answer is: they make
it on lumber or timber once owned by the Passamaquoddy Indians. Now , this
present 19thCentury , this great State , with its increasing population, its riches
its homes of wealth and refinement , its vast capital seeking investments in every
western State , cannot afford to be just to a few friendless and helpless Indians...
Now this plainl y shows us how....a people of five hundred and thirty souls are
stri pped of their whole country , their privileges on which they depend for their
living; all the land they claim to own now being onl y ten acres. If one or two
men in this body were Indians, they would fight like braves for their ri ghts "
So spoke Passamaquodd y Representative Lewcy Mitchell to the Legislature
of the State of Maine if 1886, because in 1834 it had ordered the Indian agent
to sell "to any one person , such of the lands, belonging to said Passamaquodd y
Indians as may be wanted "; because in 1836 the legislature ordered the sale
of Pa ssamaquodd y land at a price "not less than 2 dollar per acre"; because in
1060 the legislature decided to give a stri p of land one mile in wid th , six miles
long "to any parties who shall build a good turnpike road" across Indian Township; because in 1863 the Legislature decided to lease lots from Indian Township
for 999 years; because the Passamaquoddies were no longer allowed to hunt ,
trap and fish as their treaty guaranteed , because

To pick up a groupie, go to the next concert wearing shades, find one , and
say with a stern lip and unrelenting frown: "Hi, I'm a drummer. Let's beat together." (Let me strum your sides.)
Filter cigarette machines (such as"Laredo")are getting popular nowadays.
Even Sears has produced a model. Can we predict: Hi, what brand is that there
you're smoking? "Zayre's."(H igh grade tobacco, but I'm a Mammoth Mart man
myself.)
Rumor has it that the next strike will be broken up by a "dirty dozen "
team of unnamed campus residents, swinging billy clubs and outfitted in Tshirts and construction hats with American flag stickers.
This week 's "profanity palaver " (if you identify with good taste, go on to
the next paragraph or you have no one but yourself to blame) : "What's a teninch dick to a homosexual?" (A thigh of exstasy.) Also: "What's a square dick
to a hermaphrodite?" (An adam 's apple.)
Supposedly those freshmen girls only go for the big, husky type, so I'm
doing something about my appearance - I've bought a sweatshirt that has
"Jimmy Jock" written across it.
By the way, when everyone at the dining table burst out laughing on reading the second joke under "profanity palaver , " undoubtedly you did too, not
wanting to feel the idiot. However , twit, the joke doesn't make sense.
If everyone scorns having Poco for Homecoming, what's wrong with The
Ides of March?
Dear Candy Cigarette:
If the world were to end tomorrow , what would you do about it?
Pessimist
Buy some popcorn at Cottle s and watch them working on the road.
I met the Screaming Munchies in Runnals Union ,the other night. They
were spasmodicall y ju mping and screaming at the Hall of the Machines , read y
to cat up silver without emitting no merchandise. The End. (Until I brush my
teeth .)
An empty pipe.is like a fig newton without the fi g (but that 's not the
way I meant it.)
Pulling the mixed bars knob is like setting off a rocket in your mouth.
A friend relates how when sitting near the 2nd floor Lovejoy fa culty
lounge he overheard one professor describing to another the breasts of a girl in
one of his classes. This would strike most of us as bizarre , yet only because we
have that misconception of the professor as (and only as) a professor , not a
human being given to ordinary human nature.
I have been given two bitches this week. One is freshman who shuffle their
feet while repeating mechanicall y, "I'm so free. I can smoke dope in the halls.
I'm so free..... " (name withheld by request.)
The other is: ."Student Elections , held with little notice of campaigning,
that bewildered frosh and transfers, " Signed ,"A N ewcomer."

Send your bitch to James Perloff , Coburn,

N.t

The Music from Marlboro series.will present its fi rst
concert Oct. 21 at 8:00 p.m. in Given Auditorium.
Haydn's Trio in E-Flat Major, No. 11, Dvorak's Biblical
Songs (for Baritone & Piano), arid Brahm's Quintet in
G Major, Opus 111 will be performed. For ticket information call 872-9782.

The Andover Teaching Fellowship Program prepares
able college graduates for a career in teaching, particularly at the secondary school level. It gives a comprehensive training not only in classroom teaching, under the
)
supervision of experienced teachers, but in all aspects
/
•of education in a boys' boarding school. Only men are
/ eligible for this program.
/
The f ields open to Teaching Fellows are English, an- /
cien t an d modern langu ages, mathematics, biology, chem-/
istry , physics, general science, art, music, religion , and /
social studies. Usually three or four Teaching Fellows /
are selected each year. Applications and more informa- /
tion may be obtained at the Placement Office , Eustis. /

painting, will lecture on "Architecture as Art" Oct. 19
at 8:00p.m. in Given Aud. On Oct 20, he will conduct
a seminar on "Architecture and the Irrational" at 7:30
p.m. in Smith Lounge. Mr. Christ-Janer is visiting Colby
as part of the lecturers program support ed by the Danforth Foundation.
After attending St. Olaf College in Northfield Minn.
Mr. Christ-Janer transferred to Yale where he undertook
a five year program in the department of painting and
sculpture. Later, he entered the Yale School'of Architecture. During the war he served in the Army Dept. of
Engineers an d Milit ary Intelligence in the European
theatre.
In addition to his work with his architectural firm,
Mr. Christ-Janer is Adjunct Professor of Architecture at
Columbia Univ., has served as visiting critic at Yale and
Columbia, and has been a guest lecturer at various architectural schools in New England.
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\. Needed: Male or female singer to Sing with 6-piece
band at Colby. Please contact Dick Lewin 872-7158.

A list of the remainder of organizations to be represented at Colby this f all :

N_

;

Victor Christ-Janer, a distinguished ar ch itect wh ose
back grou nd an d training also inclu de sculpture and

/
Thi- second lecture on Transcendental Meditation
will be given by Jon Miller Oct. 22 at 6:45 p.m. in Love- /
joy Aud.
"V
/
\
The second performance of ANTIGONE will be given
by the "Powder and Wig" Oct. 18 at 2.00 p.m. in the
Gould Music Shell. In case of rain, it will be in the Fieldhouse.
\

The 1970-71 Concert Series of the Colby College
Music Associates will open Oct. 22 in Given Aud.
at 8:00 p.m. with a concert by the I Solistia di Zagrib,
a world-famous chamber orchestra from Yugoslavia.
The series also includes a concert by the Guarneri
String Quartet, March 24 and an Evening of Opera,
April 29. Subscriptions are available through Mrs. Howard Charles in the Development Office.

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
I

The Fifth National Student Film Festival will tour
colleges and universities across the country and will be
available to student organizations for sponsorship. The
festival attracted a record 347 entries in this year's film
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Honeywell - Graduate Pro. in Programming '
N.Y. State Civil Service (Group Interview
9:30 a.m.)
N.Y.U. Grad. School - Bus. Ad. - Mr. Edmund
Wilson (9:00 - 5:00)
Amos Tuck Sch. Bus. - Dartmouth - John
Albee (9:00 - 4:00)
Boston U. - Bus. Ad. - Dr. Donald Pease
(10:00 - 4:00)
Northeastern U. - Bus., Acct. - Joseph /V
Golemme (9:00-1:30)
/ \
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competition. The films came from 84 colleges and universities. For information concerning sponsorship, write
to Int ernat ion al Stu de nt Film s, 254 W. 71st Street No.2B
N ew Y ork , N.Y , 10023, or telephone (212) 595-8080.

Scandinavian Seminar is now accepting applications
/
for its study abroad program in Denmark, Finland , Nor/
way, or Sweden for the academic year 1971-1972. It is
/
a living-and-lcarning experience designed for students
/
who want to become part of another culture while ac/
quiring a second language. The fee, covering tuition,
/
room, board and one-way transportation , is $2,200; A
/
limited number of scholarship loans are available, For
/
/•further information write to Scandinavian Seminar, 140 /
/ West 57th Street, New York, N, Y. 10019.
/
/

/
/
/
/

/

/

/

/

/
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Please put all books and periodicals of no further
use in the box at the Roberts Union Desk. These will be
used at the North End Teen Center, Waterville ,

of
GOODWILL THRIFT SHOP

Clinton Avenue and Garand Street , Winslow, Me.
(Just a short way s beyond the Watcrvillc-Winalow bridge.) /
,
Economical prices on refurnish ed items,
'
.
SOON
.
111
SEE
US
'
COME AND
/
ALSO
//
Volunteers needed at the Abilities nnd Goodwill
/
Rehabilitation Center:
/
16A Benton Avenue - Winsl ow , Maine
/
For informa lion call: Mr, M. Jncubuoi s, Director
Tel. 073-3932
/

/

\.
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Films this week:
Oct. 18 - Film Direction • Kwaidnn by Mnsaki Dobayashi at 7:30 p.m. in Lovejoy Aud,
Oct. 19 • "Chronic Disorders" ¦
Edu cation Dept. nt
4:00 p.m. in A-V room, Library.
Oct. 2.1- "The Epileptic Child " - Edu c. Dept, at 4:00
p.m. in A-V room , Library.
>
Oct. 23 - Film Direction • Wages of Fear by Henri- yr
. Georges Clonyet at 7:30 p.m. Lovejoy Aud.
>r

/

Arc you in the process of furnishing your dpim or
apartment? .
GRAND OPENING

S

/

/

S

x.X.

Squash Club. All those interested in joini ng the

Squa sh Club, please contact Dave Freeman nt ATO cxt.

550. A number of matches are planned with Bowdoin nnd
around th e Boston area. Last year we went to a weekend tournament in Montreal, A sign up sheet will also be
posted in the field hoif sc,

NOTICE: Check for Lost & Found articles nt the
desk In Roberta Union.

The following stat ement has been submitted by the
Committee on Standin g to replace current statements of
requirements for the January Program: "Every student
Is required to complete n January Program for each
|Fall
sem ester In resid ence , to n maximum of four ," This is
not n change In the requirement , It Is merely a concise
statem ent which has heretofore appeared in somewhat
differ ent forms In various parlH of the catalog,
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CONFESSIONS
by Tom Faraci
I have some confessions to make: 1) I wou ld n 't h ave
gone to t he concert Friday if I wasn't going to do this
thing on it. 2) I didn 't bother to see Swallow this year
because I didn't like th em Spring W eek end , an d 3) I saw
Orpheu s only because I was ext remely bored , and I got in
free. Having seen several dynamite concerts this summer
I didn 't see any sense in going to see a couple of no-name
bands. But I went.

Mother Flag & Country played first. They did "pop
son gs". Well, Dick, I'd have to rate that "light". It had a
good bea t and you could dance to it! They started off with
a James Taylor song, and th en swung into a Ch icago set
which featured some flash drumming by the drumm er who

wasn 't good enough to do flash drumming, along with sing-

ing that almost could have been mistaken for a warped
version of the original . Of course, one can 't really blame
the singers entirel y. The Public address system was distorted. After three songs I got the feeling that I was in for a
long ni ght. Unfortunately, those contagious, toe-tapping
Crosby, Stills and Nash songs fell short of lifting me from
the depths of boredom. Actually, the C.S. & N songs
weren't bad if you're into that. They harmonized well, one
of the guys doing a great Graham Nash. Their songs were
generall y a little to the left of top forty, and a lot to the
right of so-called underground music. This made Mother
Flag particularl y appealing to the "hip" female members
of the audience ("Play Wooden Ships") who wouldn't
think of buying 45's any more. The band featured a floorshaking bass and low volume guitars. The organist was
good, but his music was lost in the shuffle. Organs are always getting lost in the shuffle. Pity. The drummer could
twirl his sticks well I But, he made so many mistakes in the
first set that watching him became sort of a minor obsession with me, and I missed half of the show. He was playing borrowed drums , which is a great excuse, but there is
no excuse for his doing a sloppy drum solo.
The feature band , Glory River , was a welcome relief.
They did original songs, much to the chagrin , I suppose,
of the eager hoppers who were all hepped up to hear
Grand Funk songs. I imagine that a song loses a lot to some
people if they can't identif y it , because they can't follow
along and sec if it's just like the record. Glory River has

However , t h e audience seemed to l ike M oth er Flag and
Country better than Glory River, although th e lat ter had
top billing. I can't understand it , myself , because I would
assume t h at one would prefer hearing mu sicians do th eir
own songs. If you want to h ear Crosby, Stills and Nash or
the Who, you can either listen to the band at a frat party ,
or bet t er still , listen to th eir records ! M oth er Fl ag did a
few origina l songs, which were adequate. I would have liked
th em bet ter if th ey had their own material. By the way, it's
difficul t to ju dge a band like Mother Flag because , of course
I've never seen them before. Therefore, th ere is no point of
reference from which to judge. I assume that with all the
excellent young talent kicking around Swift could have
landed a whopper. Landed a whopper? Anyway, he didn 't
I gave Moth er Fl ag th e benefi t of the doubt and j u dged
them in comparison to some of the high school bands in
my home town. They finished a weak second. I got th e
impression th at Mother Flag and Country were jus t doing
gigs like Colby for a little extra bread. Glory River, on the
ot h er had , was obviously a professional group, and , as
su ch, were infinitely better than Mother Flag. Their emphasis was on making music rather than simply playing
songs. The audience, though, seemed t o li k e M other Flag
better. Jud ging from their reaction at this and other concerts, I would propose this as a truism: at Colby College
one cannot ju dge a musical group by th e recep t ion they
receive from the audience. It's ab out t im e we spat ou t
our bubble gum.
three members, an orga n ist (wh o doubled on lead gui t ar,
and a drummer. They are excellent musicians. I also liked
the sin ger's voice , which was sort of indescribable. By the
second set (after the deadwood had shuffled out the exits
beca u se th e fireball Wh o medley that Mother Flag d id was
apparen tl y too tough an act to follow) th e ban d was warm
ed up. They started off with up-to-date versions of some
oldies ("Johnny B. Goode", "Roberta", and a couple of
others) that had the remainder of the audience rockin!
Then they did some more original stuff. The guitarist did
an excellent Procol Harumesque song that he wrote, with
a great Robbie Trower slowly-building-to-a-frinzy type
guitar solo. (Dem Les Paul guitars sound bitchin') The
drummer finally did the drum break that I'd been hoping
he'd do to end the set. It was a brief , but well executed
solo, although somewhat short of sensational. I really enjoyed the show despite my semi-conscious "sure they're
good, but Traffi c they're not" prejudice.

rco r&
On Saturday evening October 24 nt 8 PM Student Government will present Poco in concert at the Wadsworth gym. Tickets for the homecoming concert are $3.00 and will be on sale
nt the Spa in the evening next Monday thru Thrusday nnd at
Roberts Union desk in the morning Monday thru Friday .
The breakup of Buffalo Springfield in 1968 resulted in the
birth of two groups, One of these groups was Poco, the
country rock brainchild of Richie Fumy and Jim Messina.
Mirny plnys the 12-slring rhylhm guitar , writes most of
1 oco s mntcrinl nnd is one of the two lend singers. Mcssinn,
who was the other member of Buffalo Springfield , is the
band s producer nnd plays semi-lend , rhythm guitar, Tim
schmmt , who nlso composes, is the olhcr singer and is on
wass guita r. Rusty Young plnys petal steel guitar and is the
main instrumental asset. Young came to Poco from a Denver
group, Bocnx-yc Crcque, ns did George Grantham , Poco's
drummer.
Rick Fleishman of Variety says! "Poco's main influence
s country music. But while mainstream country deals with
»to nt the lowest level Poco's lyrics nrc rock oriented. Poco
wr tos songs of love nnd experience, Their music is honest
mtt never cumbersome in reflection ,
"tnll y, the group presents n wenlth of power nnd
n ii.ity,8trurnc
vital
if not nlwnys originnlity.

"The most fnscinnting nspect of Poco is their tigh t nnd intricate hnrmonics. Curiously, Furny, Grantham , and Schmidt
possess almost the same voice; the sound is uniformly high
and hard-edged , This makes for unusual blends; the singers accompany and then run circles around one nnother. "
Mike Jnhn in Chicngo's Amcricnn says: "Poco is a good , solid
bnnd
They play firm but light rock in the Springfield style,
with precise, well thoughtout vocnls. They nrc very much like
the honestly lamented Springfield outfit , but have gone more
into country nnd hnrd-rock sounds, loud and driving and with
that country twnng."
Tiger Bent says: " 'Short Changed ,' one of their songs, is
probably the wildest , scrcnmicsl, blood-chilling but hnppy song
you've ever heard. It 's got n locomotive impncl • like n trnin
whistle on a country mountnin in the middle of Ihc night. "
Pete Johnson of the L. A. Times snys: "All nrc capable musicians Poco is nlso one of tho lightest groups I have seen, n
coordination which obviously stems from endless practice nnd
good feeling within the combo."

A NTIGONE
Antigone, by th e G ree k tragedian Soph ocles, will be pre
sen ted by "Powder & Wig" as th ei r first prod u ction of t h e
year. The play is sch ed ul ed t o run for t wo performances ,
Thursday, October 15, at 3:00 p.m., and Su nday , Octobe r,

18, at 2:00 p.m., in the Gould Music Shell. Tickets will be
$1.50, and will be on sale in the Spa and at the time of the
performance.
Th e cast of chara ct ers is as follo ws
Creon
Kit Norton
Antigone
Cindy Canoll
Ismene
Sally Stratman
Haemon
Bill Bernsohn
Teiresias
Car t er Zervas
Eurydice
Diana Waterous
A Guard
Dave Cheever
A Messenger... John Halpin
The Chorus of Thcban Elders:
Ann Bryant
Jim Bubar
Tom Cleaves
Debby K eyes
Chris Roberts
Arland Russell III (leader)
Steve Shumann
The production is being directed by Mr. Ed Witham ,
with Mike Moschos assisting with the chorus. Costumes
arc b ei n g d esign ed by Mrs. Charles Ilickox. And Tom Frick
is providing set design nnd lighting.
The production is being staged in a traditional manner.
The use of flowing colorful robes and larger-than-Hfc
masks should give the show a senseof grandeur. The set consists of a system of platforms, stairs and ramps which lends
itself very well to the movement of the play.
For the most part , the actors seem to feel comfortable
with their lines. This allows an easily understand able interpretation of some of the most beautiful lines in all of Greek
drama.
The production is an cxccllant choice for "P&W" fi rst
production this year. And if the gods arc with us, it should
provide an interesting afternoon 's entertainment ,
Please note the time changes from the article in Inst week's
Echo. The production will take place at 3:00 p.m. on Thursday, and at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday. In case of inclement weather Ihc production will be held at the scheduled times in the
field house.

s pri ngfie ld
rr ri ps col by
Ron Lupton, Dave Lane, Gary Fitts,
by Paul McGurren
John Kraznavage and Bob Ragsdale
Springfield College, the number
all sat out the second half. The latter
one-rated team among New England's three were flu victims, while Lane and
small colleges, overpowered the Colby Lupton were both injured shortly
eleven last Saturday at Springfield , before half-time.
49-7. The Mules made a respectable
The Chiefs' first score of the
showing, but were simply outclassed
second half came shortly after they
by a superior football school.
recovered a blocked punt at the Colby
The game was not a complete 35-yard-line. Fullback Wayne Sanrout , as th e score might suggest, for
born went two yards for the first of
the Chiefs led only 21-7 at halftime. his two TD's. Later in the same
The home team wasted no time get- period, Sanb orn again ground out
ting started, scoring th e f irst t ime two yards to cap a 40-yard drive,
they had the ball. They drove 62
and it was Springfield 35, Colby 7.
Two more scores in the final frame
yards after a Colby punt, scoring on
were m erely anti-climactic, as Colby
a 10-yard pass from Paul Ingram to
Mark Kingdon. Three minutes later,
played with an all-freshman backthe iron was still hot and Springfield
field. The Chiefs' defensive tackle
Ron Lufkin intercepted a Mark Titus
struck again, when a Brian Cone pass
pass and rumbled 19 yards for a TD.
was inter cepted and returned to th e
The home team's last score cam e via
Colby 35-yard line. On the second
a 58-yard pass play late in the period.
play from scrimmage, Kingdon scored
To be perfectly h onest , it is doubtagain, .this time from 20 yards out,
ful whether anyone in New England
on a p itch. But the Mules stayed
close in the opening period, driving
was picking the Colby M ules to beat
from their own 20 to about mid
Springfield , so th e loss was certainly
yards
not a huge jolt to anyone. But Colby
field before Dave Lane went 49
did make a courageous showing, eson a beautifully ex ecu t ed screen pass
pecially considering that the opponent
from Cone. Lane converted and Colby
is one of th e t op ten tea ms overall
tr ailed by only 7 points. The final
in this part of the country, comparChiefs' score of th e f irst h alf came
when they took a Jim Faulkner punt
able to th e lik es of Harva r d , Boston
in Colby territory and went 45 yards
College, Boston University, and Dartfor the touchdown. The tally ca m e
mouth, to name a few. Wh a t is a big
jolt , h owever , is that Senior fullback
on a 30-yard pass play from Ingram
Ron Lupton is a doubtful starter
to split end John Curtis.
this week. Without he and Joe Mattos
Though Springfield scored four
things will be even tougher versus a
times in the second half, two of these
perenially sharp Trinity eleven, who
were due to major blunders by the
offense.
In
addition
to
this
fact
,
invade Seaverns field this Saturd ay.
Mules'
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As the Colby Coll ege varsity hockey team begins to prep a re
for its season opener over Christmas vacation this year , this writ er
n oticed a particular absence in its ranks. The early reports have '
turned out to be true. Ycsr sports fans , Chi p "Earth quak e " Ed garton has decided to hang up the skates this year. And so, anoth er
era in Colby College hockey histoiy comes to a premature close.
We would quickl y lik e to go through Quake 's short but brilliant career. Coming off a spectacular freshman year , the Qu ak e
broug ht th e most personality and enthusiasm to Colby' College
hockey since "Flaming Phil" Azeriti graduated in 1935. On many
occasi ons , Alfond Arena was filled with the earth-shattering sound
of "Quake ....Quake Quake " as th e fans eagerly awaited the
Quak e 's first app earance of the ni ght with Colb y either up b y ei ght.
or down b y tw elve. Chi p managed in the short lime of one month
to move fro m starting right wing on th e third line to the hi ghl y
valu ed seat on the ri ght hand corner of the bench , reserved for those
who deserve it most, At the same time, th e Quak e manag ed lo
accrue the amazing total of two points, du e mainl y to th e two assists he made over the season , both tim es setting up Art Hnnni gan
to show that no one could have missed those goals.
Th e Quake wishes to express his gratitude to Coach Green
and his former teammates, and hnstens to add that he is willing to
return to th e ice for "a no-cut contract and two steaks at each training meal". Chances of his return are slim , however , whi ch is mor e
than w e can say for th e Quake.
And so, as Colb y College retires the prized "Number 9" from
the blue and white jerseys, no more will the earth rumble and the
arena shake as the Quake machine rolls onto tho ice. We who know
him bid him a f ond fare well.
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CER

by Dave R ea
Facing its st iff est competi t ion of
th e season , the Colby soccer t eam

dropped a 6-0 decision to the Chiefs
of Springfield in Springfield , Mass.
The Mules were going without the
ser vices of severa l k ey players in last
week's game, due to injuries sustained
the week before. Among these, the
most prominant absence was to John
Koons whose sprained ankle will have
healed well enough to play tomorrow.
Moreover, Co-captain Denny Hartung
due to Coach Scholz's ab sen se, had to
act as player/coach, playing in the
gam e as w ell as direct ing die team
from the sidelines.
The Chiefs wasted little time getting on the scoreboard as they jumped
to an early lead which they never
surrendered . The Springfield defense,
touted as one of tlie finest in all of
New England , kept Colby's top scorers
Bill Buckner and Andy Dennison at
bay for the course of the afternoon ,
The Chiefs defense also initiated
several of the teams scores with fine
coordination between their fullbacks
and halfbacks.
Colby's day was not completely
without bright spots Co-captains Bill
Buckner and Denny Hartung played
well as they have so consistantly all
year, Bruce Frisbic spearheaded a
defense that turned away the Chiefs
on numerous occasions and Mark
Serdjcnian turned in another commendable job at goalie.
With their toughest game out of
the wav . the Mules can look optim-
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After Saturday's meet, not much
had changed for the Colby cross-country team. Lou Paquin remained undefeated , after four races against eight
teams, and Colby continued to lose.
Prior to the race, both Lou Paquin
and Roger Moffit, Springfield's top
runner, were unbeaten this season.
Lou proved to be the better runner,
however, by winning in 22:53, beating Moffit easily by 26 seconds.
Paquin's time, though, was still above
the course record of 22:32 held by
Art Dulong of Holy Cross.
The rest of the meet did not go
well for the Mules, as Springfield
placed seven men ahead of Colby 's
4th man , to win 22-38. Bob Hickey
ran well, finishing 5th, and Paul Liming, Colby's 3rd man, placed 9th.
Colby's 4th man , Dave Bergstrom
finished 11th, and Matt Hird completed the scoring, taking the 12th spot.
¦naa nanBBBBaaHmna

The freshman team provided a
bright spot Wednesday, easily beating
Hinckley and Waterville High Schools,
21-39-64. Brian MacQuarrie led the
frosh , taking first place in 15:03.
Peter Prime was next across the line,
or Colby in 2nd place with a- time of
15:24, as he beat Hinckley's f irst
man with a strong finishing kick.
Don Buckley and Bill Clay finished
4th and 5th, and Dick Miller was 9th.
Next Saturday both the varsity
aand freshman teams will compete at
home against the University of Maine.
The freshman, ba rr ing inj u ries, should
continue their undefeated season against a weakened U, Maine team.
This is due to a recent rule allowing
Maine freshmen to compete on a
varsity level which means that tlie
Colby frosh may not face the best of
the U. Maine freshmen.
The Colby varsity should have
' greater depth , fielding a seven man
team against U. Maine. In addition to
istically at the remainder of the sea- the five who ran against Springfield,
son. A game played Inst Wednesday at
Colby will run Burt Butler, who did
UNH ended the Colby road trip and
not make the trip, and Ed Brennan ,
they return to Loebs Field tomorrow who will be running in his first meet
to face Brandeis. After that , Colby
plays at home for four straight games, this season after recovering from
including several crucial State Scries mono. Lou Paquin will face some
¦contests. With this to look forward
good competition from U. Maine's
to, the Mules can well expect to im- sophomores, but should still come
prove on their record in the next two out undefeated .
weeks.

I FL IFL
Well, the playoffs are here and it
is Iruly a surprise , Before three-quarters of the season had progressed , it
looked like a battle to sec who would
finish last or not at all. But now the
regular season hns come to a close
and post season play will determine
which team captures all the peanuts,
The final week was a frantic one
nnd the fnns witnessed mnny n peculiarity. LXA mude n stretch drive in
the final week defeating the Indies,
which cvcntunll y earned them n th ree
wny tie for second place. DICE rallied
In ' the end , being rewarded with forfeits nnd "n sneak attack" victory
over KDR , earning them n tic. And
Phi Delt experienced nn almost fatal
downfall pushing themselves into nn
unexpected tie with the previous two
tenms. ATO of course finished In
first place with n well deserved , undefeated senson, In the other league
Tnu Delt nnd DU finished In ' thai
order.
Only one giunohns been completed
nt (his date , DKE received n bye and
gnvo PDT and LXA the honors of
ooiiing the'playoffs,
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Lnmbdn Chi took control early
nnd showed immedintcly they hnd
jelled ns a team since their disnstorous
performances early in the season. On
a perfectly executed sling pass, Dave
Eddy hit Bob Pike who ran unmolested into the end zone. The one point
conversion was successful nnd the
Choppers hnd a seven point ' lead . A
rarity in touch football circles occurred later in the quarter when Phi
Delt was tagged in the end zone for
n safety after John Crnbtrcc hnd boomed n pnrt ns if he was a "cannon " •
happy Crab,, The Choppers led 9-0
after the first quarter.
The middle two quarters shaped
up to be n defensive battle , but actually it basically just plnined boring.
Sari "the Pearl" Lnnc wns in exceptonnlly rnrc form when he missed four
ossiblc interceptions Uni t ns a teamc suld "any body could have caught!"
The fourth quarter brought about
Marked change in both teams. Phi
t received the bull nnd finally
wed thoy could move offensively
r n number of successful plnys,
finall y got on the scoreboard
Lou Gordon passim to Mike

Jacobs for a touchdown and they
scored the extra point the same wny.
The score 9-7, Quarterback Edd y
matched the six points by firing a
pass to Jay Philoon. The extra point
was missed - score 15-7. On the ensuing kick-off , the action reached a
frenzy , The ball went to "the kid
with the glasses" who started sweeping to the sidelines, drawing everybody with him. Then on a nifty,
hnndoff-rcvci'sc to Steve Higgins, the
Phi Delts were on tho board again,
However, not until protests on the
goaline fell on officials with hard
hearing, did the score become 15-13,
On the cxtrn point Phi Delt tried the
snmc reverse, but "tho Pearl" made
up for his earlier buffoonery by
smelling out the play and tagging the
runner. LXA nursed a two point lead,
Follwoing an onsido kick nnd the
following scramble, Bob Pike pounced on the ball , and Lambda Chi ran
out llic clock for n 15-13 victory.
A closing comment*, keep your
eye on Lambda Chi, Last year they
bnroly mnde the plnyoffs, but cvcntunlly won the chnmplonship, This
yenr It could be n repent performance!
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! The Colby College Bookstore
Welcomes the upperclass parents.
"
Come in and see our T-shirts,
sweatshirts, posters and books.

K

Al Corey
Music Center
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Welcome Parents
Upperclassmen frequent their one stop shop
for sewing and knitting needs. - Have a
pleasant weekend, and a safe journey home.
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j I MAURICE 'S I
I j MARKET I i « .
_
I 1 GROCERIES — COLD CUTS
I I FRUITS & VEGE TABLE S
Italian , Dagwood , Meatbal l
Sandwiches , Pizza, Steamed
Hot Dogs, Beer A Ale t o tak e out

I
I
I

I
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I

40 Elm Str eet
Waterville , Maine
Tel. 872-6481
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AQUARIUS EAST

BOOKS & GIFTS
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And we 'll happily order 1
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for you any book in piin I
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' 129 Main Street
Waterville , Maine
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Shirts,blouses,dresses and
All imported ,
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COOL MOOSE
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In the Echo. To do this we are choosing the most
w anted Items in
a college war drobe and we are of fering a large
discou nt on t his Item.
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shop.

On any purch ase of Fiaro

1
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Bottom Pants or Body Shirts
we will give you a

|
, 20% DISCOUNT

|

i

f Thls offer expires on Octo ber 24th
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We are trying to determine how many students are reading ou r ads
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(around the corner from LaVerdiere's) ¦
Everything in Leather & Silver
|
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ANDREWS WJj f
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handmade at Crafty Seaman of Cambridge.
regr $50 — now $38
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TEL. S72.671S
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Fringe Jackets,
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SINCE I9SO

WATERVILL E, MAINE
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Pr op.. DON RancOURT
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Maine's Best Lobster Pound

11

SALE!!!!!

Pr oud
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Canaan House :I
j

8

ENJOY THE BEST IN LOBSTER
IN .OUR COZY DINING room
OR TO TAKE °UT
.
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I i1 Paperbacks , L'sed Books. I

Collie Avenue

1
35 Main Street
&»*$ OOftJUJL ®
1 Wa terville , Maine
11I Phone 873-0523
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74 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
MAINE
|
On The Concourse and Main Street
|
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Study Guides , Bestsellers , I
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I I Aquarius East is where it's at! 1
I |
Easy Rider and trip glasses. I
I 1Captain America headbands ¦
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Ronald F. Lalime , RJ >h.
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LEVINE 'S
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'Sim STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS
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Ludy '21

Pac y ' 27
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100,000 signed this Declaration during the JOHNSON Administration.

NIXON is allowing death and destruction to continue and lo increase.
Pr essure and action against the war are needed.

A Declaration To Our Fellow Citizens Of The United States , To The
Peoples Of The World , And To Future Generations:
Vietnam.

¦ We are appalled and angered by the conduct of our country in

2 in the name of liberty, we have unleashed the awesome arsenal of
the greatest military power in the world upon a small agricultural nation , killi n g, burning
and mutilating its people. In the name of peace, we are creating a desert. In the name
of security, we are inviting world conflagration.
3 We, the signers of this declaration , believe this war to be immoral.
We believe it to be illegal. We must oppose it.
4 At Nuremberg, after World War II , we tr ied, convicted and executed men forthecrimeof OBEYING their government, when that government demanded
of them crimes against humanity. Millions more, who were not tried, were still guilty of
THE CRIME OF SILENCE.
5 We have a commitment to the laws and principles we carefully
forged in the AMERICAN CONSTITUTION , at the NUREMBERG TRIALS, and in the
UNITED NATIONS CHARTER. And our own deep democratic traditions and our dedication to the ideal of human decency among men demand that we speak out.
We Therefore wish to declare our names to the office of the Secretar y
Genera! of the United Nations , both as permanent witness to our opposition to the
war in Vietnam and as a demonstration that the conscience of America is not dead.
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On September 23, 1955. a Memorandum of Law was incorporated in the Congressional Record of the 89th Congress uf the United States of America, in which leading American
attorneys, after careful analysis of ow position and actions in the Vietnam War, came to the conclusion that the U.S. is violating the following accords: The Charter of the United
Nations. The Geneva Accords of 1954.the United States Constitution.
_^_^^___ ^^^_______ «™^_^_™_™_____

To Protest—To Object—To Dissent has long been an American tradition. The
following are a few among the many who have signed this declaration to be on permanent record .
ABEAJAY
-,
JAMES BALDWIN
(FATHER)J. E- BAMBERGER UJ3. OCSO
"
Daniel berhigan .S-J.
REV.PHILLIP BERRIGAN.S.SJ.
RAY BRADBURY
ROBERTMcAFFEE BROWN
REV.WILLIAM RDU BAY
JAMESFARMER
W.H. FERRY
ROSES. FIELDS
OR. JEROME D. FRANK
REV.STEPHEN H. FRITCHMAN
BEN GAZZAHA
DR FRED GOLDSTEIN

NAOMI U GOLDSTEIN
DR. RALPH R GREENSON
PROF.ABRAHAM J. HESCHEL
BRIG. GENERALH. B. HESTER. RET.
DR. STANLEYHOFFMAN
CHARLES H. HUBBEL
PROF.DONALD KAUSH
EDWARD M. KEATING
PHIL KERBY
PAULINE KRAMER
RING LARDNER JR
RABBI RICHARD N. LEVY
LOUIS UCHT.ESQ.
DR ROBERT E. LITMAN
VICTOR UIDW16

HERBERT D. MAGIOSON '
SHIRLEY MAGlDSON
NORMAN MAILER
THOMASMER70N
SIDNEY MEYER
EASON MONROE
PROF. HANS J. MDBGENTHAU
HENRY E.NILES
DR. MARK F.ORFIRER
AVA HELEN PAULING
DR. LINUS PAULING
BISHOP JAMES A. PIKE
RICHARD M. POWELL
CARL REINER
JANICE RULE

ROBERT RYAN
DAVID SCHOENBRUN
LORRY SHERMAN
PROF. ROBERT SIMMONS
DR. BENJAMIN SPOCK
FRED H. STEINMETZ. ESQ.
DR. NORMAN TABACHNICK
O. I AN THIERMANN
BRYNA IVENS UNTERMEYER
LOUIS UNTERMEYER
DICK VAN DYKE
ROBERT VAUGHN
DR. MAURICE N. WALSH
DR. HARVEY WHEELER
A. L. WIRIN . ESQ.
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I wish to sign my name to the above Declaration to the United Nations and want to go on record with this Declaration
of the Individuals Against the Crime of Silence.

signature
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For clarity,also print your name after your signature

address

date

state
zip
£l_y
Sign, complete and mail to P.O. Box 69960, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. The office of the Individuals Against the Crime
of Silence will then forward the information to the United Nations.
Shouid you also wish to support additional publishings and communications , send 51 or more in cash or by check
made payable to Individuals Against the Crime of Silence
This donation entitles you to the lapel emblem , the
wallet-size registration card and four personalized letter replicas of the Declaration for you to individually send on
to the President and your U.S- senators and congressman. Money is needed to speed OUT progress.
The strength ot our numbers will regularly ana etiecuveiv be made known. Your signature does have power.

